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Route 10 – North Lantau to Yuen Long Highway

Purpose

This paper provides Members’ with detailed information regarding the
project Route 10 – North Lantau to Yuen Long Highway.

Background

2. We included the project in Category B in August 1997 and the Finance
Committee approved the part upgrading of the investigation and preliminary design for
the project to Category A.  We briefed panel members on the project in January 1998.

3. In discussing paper PWSC(1999-2000)67 (copy at Annex A) on 519TH
‘Route 10 - North Lantau to Yuen Long Highway’ on 3 November 1999, members of
the Public Works Subcommittee requested that the following information should be
given to panel members for further discussion -

(a) possibility of providing an interchange with Tuen Mun Road at Tsing
Lung Tau;

(b) possibility of providing an interchange with North Lantau Highway at
Kwai Shek;

(c) possibility of advancing the current planned completion date of 2007;

(d) possibility of adopting “Design and Build” and “Build-Operate-Transfer”
arrangements;
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(e) management of construction waste for the project;

(f) the procedures of the Environmental Impact Assessment Ordinance as
applied to the project; and

(g) the justifications for the consultant’s staff cost for preparation of contract
documents and tender assessment.

Provision of an interchange with Tuen Mun Road at Tsing Lung Tau

4. The Administration is aware of the request of some members of the
Tsuen Wan Provisional District Board to provide an interchange between Route 10 and
Tuen Mun Road at Tsing Lung Tau.  The Director of Highways had earlier on
undertaken a detailed study on the feasibility of the proposal.  The study report
examined the possibility of three options for the design of the interchange and
connecting roads.  They include –

(a) an all-movement interchange whereby traffic to and from Tsing Lung
Bridge could be connected to all directions (see Annex B).  The
estimated cost of this interchange is about $2,300 million;

(b) a two-movement interchange through a tunnel whereby traffic from Tsing
Lung Bridge could join Tuen Mun Road eastbound at Tsing Lung Tau
(see Annex C).  The estimated cost is about $700 million; and

(c) a two-movement interchange also joining Tuen Mun Road eastbound but
through a viaduct alignment (see Annex D).  The estimated cost is about
$500 million.

5. However, all the above connections are subject to serious topographic
constraints and as a result the connections are sub-substandard and unacceptable from
the safety point of view.  These constraints include –

(a) the hill between Castle Peak Road and Tuen Mun Road at Tsing Lung
Tau is very steep.  The provision of an interchange here would require
significant earthworks to remove the steep hill.  This would create
adverse environmental impact upon the adjacent residential
developments;
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(b) the rock slopes of Tai Lam Country Park immediately north of Tuen Mun
Road at Tsing Lung Tau are very steep.  Provision of an interchange and
connecting roads would require extensive tunneling work at these rock
slopes.  The works would intrude into the Tai Lam Country Park
through difficult terrain.  They would also require protracted lane
closures on Tuen Mun Road which is unacceptable given that Tuen Mun
Road is a busy trunk road for Northwest New Territories;

(c) the short horizontal distance (only 350 m) between the north tower of
Tsing Lung Bridge and Tuen Mun Road and the substantial difference in
level between Tuen Mun Road and the proposed Route 10 make it
impracticable to provide an interchange.  The north tower of Tsing Lung
Bridge will need to be located 220 m to 270 m into the Ma Wan Channel
to accommodate the slip road merging length.  This would have great
impact on marine navigation and will pose a serious danger of ship
impact on the tower.  Even if the north tower could be relocated, the slip
road from Route 10 connecting to Tuen Mun Road which is some 30 m
above would have an uphill gradient of about 12% (as opposed to the
minimum acceptable standard of 8%) with sharp turning radius.  As a
result, the interchange would have an unacceptable configuration and
would cause safety hazard to motorists;

(d) the provision of an interchange at Tsing Lung Tau would require
extensive construction works to be carried out above Tuen Mun Road.
These activities would be subject to operational constraints of this
primary route.  A large number of construction vehicles would need to
access Tuen Mun Road and the local road network during construction
therefore causing traffic congestion and adverse environmental impact.

6. An artist’s impression and a photomontage of the site at Tsing Lung Tau
which may be helpful in visualising the problems discussed above are at Annexes E
and F.

7. We have also predicted the traffic flows of the various interchanges for
Route 10.  Results indicate that the demand for traffic at Tsing Lung Tau via the two-
movement connection is low (about 400 to 800 passenger car units/hour) as shown at
Annex G.  For comparison, forecasts of traffic volume at Lam Tei Interchange and So
Kwun Wat/Siu Lam Interchange are shown at Annexes H and I.
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8. Given the engineering constraints, sub-standard highway geometry,
environmental impacts, disruptions to Tuen Mun Road traffic flow and impacts on the
Ma Wan navigation channel, we do not consider it practicable and desirable to provide
an interchange at Tsing Lung Tau.  Moreover, the traffic demand at this interchange is
relatively low and alternative routes are/will be available.  Currently, traffic to Lantau
from Tsuen Wan and Kwai Chung areas need to use Ting Kau Bridge and Rambler
Channel Bridge to access Lantau Link.  When the Tsing Yi North Coastal Road is
completed in end 2001, a more direct access will be available for such traffic via Tsing
Tsuen Bridge and Tsing Yi North Coastal Road.

Provision of an interchange with North Lantau Highway at Kwai Shek

9. We have also looked into the possibility of providing an interchange with
North Lantau Highway at Kwai Shek.  It is concluded that it is impractical to provide
an interchange at this location.  As shown at the plan at Annex J, a link road to North
Lantau Highway will have to be built in a tunnel above the existing tunnel of the
Airport Railway.  The geological conditions of this area are extremely unstable.
There were several incidents of collapse when the tunnel for the Airport Railway was
built.  We have grave concern about building another tunnel which may bring risk to
the operation of the Airport Railway.

10. Moreover, to provide a link road connection between the two major
expressways of design speed 100 km/hour, the minimum curvature of the link roads
dictates that the connection at North Lantau Highway will be beyond the existing toll
plaza because of the level difference between Route 10 and North Lantau Highway.

Advancing the planned completion date of 2007

11. Route 10 North Lantau to Yuen Long Highway is a mega scale project
comprising over 17 km of road, including two tunnels (1.8 km and 4.1 km) and a long
span suspension bridge of 1,418m span (Tsing Lung Bridge) which is of similar scale
to Tsing Ma Bridge.

12. As shown in the implementation timetable at Annex K, various tasks are
involved in planning for the project.  They include the detailed design of the bridge,
the completion of the statutory procedures of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Ordinance and the Roads (Works, Use and Compensation) Ordinance, land acquisition
and funding application processes.  We envisage that the earliest start date for
construction would be April 2002.
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13. In view of the scale of the project, construction will be carried out under
several packages. The Tsing Lung Bridge and some advance works for the section of
elevated road in North Lantau forms one of the packages. The construction of the
bridge is estimated to take at least five years and even this is tight as construction
activities of a long suspension bridge can be prone to disruption by typhoon and require
continuous working round the clock.  We therefore envisage that the earliest
completion date barring any unforeseen situations and adverse inclement weather is
mid 2007.

14. The following is a list of recently completed suspension bridges and the
time taken for their construction for reference purpose -

Name of Bridge Location Span (m) Year of   Construction
 Completion Period (Yrs)

Jiangyin Yangtse River Bridge China 1385 1999 5

Akashi-Kaikyo Bridge Japan 1991 1998 10

Great Belt East Bridge Denmark 1624 1998 7

Tsing Ma Bridge Hong Kong 1377 1997 5

15. We recognise the need to complete the route as soon as possible.  We
would take every possible step to expedite each of the procedures with a view to
completing the project at the earliest possible date.

“Design and Build” and “Build-Operate-Transfer” arrangements

16. We have examined the possibility of adopting the “Design and Build”
(D&B) and “Build-operate-Transfer” (BOT) arrangements for the construction of
Route 10.  The major benefit of D&B is the shortening of the programme as some
design and construction activities can be undertaken concurrently.  However, for this
project we could conduct the detailed design in parallel with the statutory procedures.
The time we could gain by adopting the D&B arrangements is very limited, if any.
Moreover, we would not have a direct control on the detailed design under the D&B
arrangements because the designer of the bridge would be employed by the D&B
contractor.  From experience on similar previous projects, the potential risk of
substantial contractual dispute is very high.  In view of the complexity of the project,
it is desirable for the Administration to maintain a direct control over the detailed
design.
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17. We have also examined the possibility of BOT arrangement.  We
conclude that the potential for the private sector being interested is limited because of
the high construction cost ($24.8 billion).  For the BOT to be financially viable, the
toll may need to be pitched at a high level, which would not be acceptable to the public
and traffic attraction would be reduced as alternative routes are available.

Management of construction waste for the project

18. It is estimated that the Route 10 project would generate about 3 million
m3 of construction waste which needs to be disposed of off-site.

19. The following measures will be taken in the planning and preliminary
design stage to reduce the generation of construction waste -

! The project will be predominantly constructed on hillsides and in rural
areas.  Site clearance waste generated will therefore mainly consist of
low-grade natural vegetation such as scrub and grass.

! The majority of the excavated material will be rock and soil and they will
be re-used for reclamation.

! Dredging of marine deposits has been minimised by adopting drained
reclamation as far as possible.

20. The following measures will be taken in the construction stage to reduce
the generation of construction waste -

! Designation of areas for the segregation and temporary storage of
reusable and recyclable materials.

! Minimising the generation of waste through adopting best practices and
design.

! Reuse, recovery and recycling of materials, thus avoiding disposal.  For
example, excavated material would be reused as fill in the construction of
seawalls.

21. We will take the following measures in the construction stage for waste
disposal -

! Handle and store wastes in a manner which ensures that it is held securely
without loss or leakage, thereby minimising the potential for pollution.
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! Use waste hauliers to collect specific categories of wastes.

! Remove wastes in a timely manner.

! Maintain and clean waste storage areas regularly.

! Minimise windblown litter and dust during transportation by either
covering trucks or transporting waste in enclosed containers.

! Dispose of waste at licensed waste disposal facilities.

! Develop procedures such as a ticketing system to facilitate tracking of
loads, particularly for chemical waste, and to ensure that illegal disposal
of waste does not occur.

! Maintain records of the quantities of waste generated, recycled and
disposed.

22. We shall dispose of the construction waste through the following methods
-

! The majority of the excavated material will be re-used on site as fill in the
construction of seawalls and road embankment.

! Surplus excavated material will be re-used as fill material for other
reclamation projects.

! Principal means of disposal will be via marine route.  Excavated
material from the Tai Lam Chung Tunnel and Siu Lam cutting will be
transported via the southern portal to barging points at Tsing Lung Tau by
means of an enclosed conveyor belt.

The Environmental Impact Assessment Ordinance (EIAO) procedures

23. Under the EIAO, the approval of the EIA report is subject to the
procedures as set out at Annex L, which essentially includes a period of 150 days to
complete the EIAO process before the approval of the Final EIA Report.

24. After introduction of the EIAO, the approval of the EIA report or the
permission to apply directly for the environmental permit has to be obtained before
gazetting a road project under the Roads (Works, Use and Compensation) Ordinance.
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25. The EIAO procedures as applied to the Route 10 project is set out below -

Commencement of the EIA Study April 1998
Circulation of the Draft EIA Report January 1999
DB consultation May 1999
Submission of EIA Report under EIAO September 1999
Review of EIA Report Before end November 1999
Public Inspection Before end December 1999
ACE Consultation Before end January 2000
Approval of EIA Report Before end February 2000

Consultant’s staff cost for preparation of contract documents and tender
assessment

26. During the preparation of contract documents and tender assessment, the
following activities will be undertaken –

(a) preparation of tender documents (including drawings);

(b) assisting in tender queries/clarifications and tender negotiations;

(c) finalisation of contract documents; and

(d) contract award.

27. It is currently anticipated that the section of Route 10 between North
Lantau and So Kwun Wat will be undertaken under eleven contracts.  Each of the
contracts will have its own peculiarities and will require particular inputs.  The
contract for the Tsing Lung Bridge is likely to require the greatest effort and examples
of required inputs are -

(a) the tender documents will include a large number of drawings (in the case
of the similar Tsing Ma Bridge there were approximately 400 drawings);

(b) many of the construction activities will fall outside the scope of the
standard specifications and thus special clauses and whole sections (e.g.
cable wire) will need to be developed;
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(c) conditions of tender need to be developed which allow tenderers
maximum flexibility in their choice of construction techniques whilst
ensuring the Government getting the finished structure that it requires.
The conditions must also ensure that the tenderers provide sufficient
information on such aspects to enable them to be assessed during the
tender evaluations and defined to a sufficient extent in the Contract;

(d) during the tender assessment stage, the consultant will need to carefully
review the information received and discuss with the tenderer further;

(e) also during the tender assessment stage, all pricing and programming
submissions must be reviewed and views developed on the adequacy or
otherwise of the tenderers allowances for plant and equipment.  Such
analysis could be crucial in any arising dispute later since arguments may
centre on the tenderers allowances at the time of contract award; and

(f) the results of the tender assessment must be collated into the Contract
documents for award.

28. While many of the above activities are common to “normal” contracts,
the size and technical complexity of this project will make these matters far more
complex and time consuming. In the case of the Tsing Ma Bridge, the tender period
was 6 months and the tender assessment period was 5 months involving a very
considerable input from the consultant’s team.  Preparation of drawings and
documents and the development of Conditions of Contract all required substantial
effort in addition to this in the course of detailed design which in itself could take up to
18 months.

29. The contracts for the tunnel, electrical & mechanical services and the
traffic control and surveillance system will also require similar levels of input.

ADVICE SOUGHT

30. Members are requested to note the contents of this paper.

Transport Bureau
November 1999




























